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Be ready to enter into debates about “are video games art?” all over again, as Journey is the 
newest salvo for the affirmative. This PSN exclusive melds together jaw-dropping visuals, an 
impressive sense of design and scale, beautiful string arrangements, and innovative exploration, 
discovery, and interaction mechanics into a minimalist expression of… something. In other 
words, like with most forms of fine art, what you ultimately take away from Journey will very 
much be up to you and your interpretation of the experience; there is very little that is 
straightforward about this game. 
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Reviewing a game like Journey without revealing too much is always a delicate task, as the 
game’s real strength is in the player discovering things for themselves. This isn’t a game that fits 
neatly into any existing genre or that gives you tutorials, instructions, or an abundance of 
obvious guidance. The basics of the game can mostly be discerned from the PSN store icon and 
the game’s title menu – you control a character dressed in something resembling a burka and a 
scarf and guide them through a desert full of interesting natural landmarks and time-swept 
architecture. Revealing much more than this would do a disservice to what the game has in store 
for the player, but suffice to say the journey one takes in Journey, through the sand and beyond, 
is filled with unexpected discoveries, moments of terror and beauty (and terrifying beauty), and 
bewilderment and amazement. Oh, and the journey is short – most players should be able to 
complete the game in 1-2 hours. Whether that’s worth the cost of the game at launch is 
ultimately a personal decision, but I felt that I had completely gotten my money’s worth when it 
came to an end. (For what it’s worth, my wife, who rarely watches me play more than five 
minutes of any game, was transfixed from start to finish while watching me complete the game – 
so the price for two hours of entertainment for two people isn’t much more than the price of a 
matinee!) 

 

I would be remiss not to mention that Journey also has a multiplayer component, but revealing 
what that is and how it is implemented would, again, ruin a lot of the surprise. I think it is fair to 
say that the multiplayer feature adds some important replayability to the game, and that it is 
easily the most memorable experience I have had in recent memory that involved playing with 
someone else on the PSN. The game also has a number of trophies that can be unlocked (many 
through repeat play), and I can’t imagine most players would want to play through the game 
once and then never touch it again. There’s a lot of interesting things to see in Journey’s world, 
and the pacing of the game on a first play through at times encourages you move forward swiftly 
instead of exploring more slowly. I know I am looking forward to going back through and 
checking out areas I missed, trying out new things, and having the opportunity to more 
completely study the world. 



 

It is probably worth noting that Journey is the third game made under a three game contract by 
ThatGameCompany for Sony’s PlayStation 3 (their previous games were Flow and Flower). 
With the ongoing absence of The Last Guardian or anything else from Team Ico this generation, 
ThatGameCompany has stepped in to provide something of an artistic soul to Sony’s lineup of 
first-party titles. Journey, more than any game I’ve played since Shadow of the Colossus (and, 
possibly, Flower), encourages me that the medium can continue to create moving experiences of 
grandeur and emotion, not just quirkiness and innovation (which is all that most of the best 
XBLA/PSN titles provide). Like a slugger who hits record numbers the year before free agency, 
ThatGameCompany has knocked this one out of the park, and it will be very interesting to see 
the directions that their future projects take. In the meantime, Journey stands as a testament to 
the potential of the medium of gaming to produce something remarkable, artistic, universal, and 
beautiful. Anyone the least bit interested in experiencing something unique should embrace it 
with Open Arms. 
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